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Synopsis

Using this Book

The primary aim of this book is to help you to prepare for the 74-678 exam and, of course, to ultimately pass it. All of the exam topics are explained in detail, so even if you don’t have much experience in Microsoft licensing you’ll be able to learn what you need to know for the exam. As well as the explanations with their accompanying diagrams, this book also contains other useful resources you’ll need to complete your exam preparation: Revision Cards - to remind you of the things that you should try and learn for the exam; Revision Questions - to allow you to check how your learning is going - or, indeed, how good your existing knowledge is; A sample scenario - as a final check to see if you’re ready to take the exam.
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Customer Reviews

If you want to pass the exam, get this book. If you want a well thought out introduction to the way Microsoft manages their software licensing, get this book. If you want to make sense of the online material Microsoft makes available, get this book.

Outstanding book with excellent diagrams. Helped me pass the MCP exam and continue to
Great book. A must to have in your bookshelf if licensing is your passion. Thanks Louise.

I passed! Thank you Louise!

good
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